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Item 8.1

Kaipatiki Project

Community development models delivering environmental transformation and sustainability

Pest Free Hobsonville Point $14,518
Hobsonville Point Pesky Pest team

- Initial Pesky pest party with 12 residents
- Pilot in Waterford Retirement Village
- Led by local resident
- Assisted by Chinese students and their families
- First trapping pulse - caught rats and hedgehogs
- New lines being established
- New residents being recruited
- Reaching out to other precincts
Engine Testing Bay
Nursery

- 8,000 eco-sourced plants
- New shade house – thanks to the Upper Harbour Local Board & Henderson-Massey Lions
- New generator & irrigation shed – thanks to HLC
- Project support with schools
- Barrier shell Beach clean-up/exploration
  Mar 23 – 11am

Regular volunteering (2018 year)
- 214 visits
- 636 hours donated
ECOLOGY NETWORK

Whenuapai Restoration Group

2019 – our third year

inspiring connections, empowering our communities
Waimarie Beach Reserve

- Completion of stage 2 during the coming planting season
- Carried out 5 working bees during 2018 – 2019
- Planted hundreds plants plus mulching
- Good number of volunteers each working bee
Waimarie Beach Reserve – a much more accessible and attractive place for Whenuapai Residents
Still more work to be done for stage 3.................
Other WRG activities:

- Rat pulsing – 4 per year – either using bait stations or trapping – our reach now extends to the larger properties in the Dale Rd area.
- Purchase of a Timms trap library for possum eradication for local residents to use.
- Purchased a kit of tools for volunteers to use.
- Database has grown to over 70 residents whom we regularly communicate with.
- Communicating regularly through our own Facebook page and other Whenuapai Community pages.

**DO YOU LOVE RATS?**

A Whenuapai Restoration Group project with support from:
Item 8.1

Wine and Weeds Evening

supported by Gecko Trust

Educating our community about:
- What is an environmental Weed?
- Which ones can they identify on their own properties?
- What is the best method of eradication?

Wine & Weeds

Tue 23rd Oct
7.30-9.30pm, Whenuapai Village Hall
What’s Next for Whenuapai Restoration Group?

Malcolm Hahn Memorial Reserve

The Good, and bad and the ugly
Item 8.1

Not so pretty anymore...........

Attachment B
But we have this...
Item 8.1

Attachment B
Whenua Pai Restoration Group has commenced gathering some baseline data of the extent of pests in this area and quality of the stream water.
Attachment B

Item 8.1

Phase 1A: planting behind the fenced off areas to the south-west of Wairarapa reserve, currently unleased.
Item 8.1

Phase 1B: planting behind the fenced off areas along the Waiaoria Stream.
Attachment B

Item 8.1
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Item 8.1

Phase 2B: planting the other subsidiary streams, currently unfenced.
Phase 3: extending the fence to create a 50 meter riparian margin on both sides of the Waiarohia stream to create an ecological corridor. It could include shared paths, a connection to the cycle way along the SH18 and other recreational activities.

State of quality of water now:
CUTS: UH/AUCK/NZ SOCIO-ECONOMIC COLLAPSE, AND HOW TO PREVENT IT

THE ‘MODERN ERA’ of Economic Development started with the renaissance and ended last century. POST-MODERN ATTITUDES now lead us towards ‘THE DEATH OF TRUTH’ and SOCIO-ATTENUATING BREAKDOWN

NOTE: The following presentation accepts as a basic premise that the United Nations, while served by many well-intentioned people who truly believe that they are serving humanity, is by intent and in fact a front act for a ‘New World Order’ of global socialism imposable only under a single (ie global) govt. To that end, it has seized the concept of Environmental Fixity for a naturally- and eternally-evolving planet (for which it has coined the term ‘Sustainable Development’ = SD) as its sole responsibility – and route to power. To that end it established the UN Environmental Programme (UNEP) which hosts two sub-agencies (IPCC and ICLEI) through which that power can be imposed, thereby secured ICLEI promotes a single agenda for ‘anti-econ. urban compaction’ via local instructions ‘workshops’

OPPOSING WORLD VIEWS – Environment Fixity (EF), and/or Human Flourishing (HF)

CURRENTLY, URBAN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING:
- is driven solely by a perceived (UN-promoted) need to achieve Environmental Fixity (EF)
- UN adopts aesthetics-based formulaic ‘designer cities’ as ‘Sustainable Development’ (SD)
  (UN Agenda 21: supposedly prescribes SD, in effect recipe for NWO/global socialism)
- is promoted very effectively by UNEP under IPCC and ICLEI programmes, guided by UN’s master slogan “THINK globally, ACT locally” – using local urban development Plans
- is demonstrably leading us towards socio-economic collapse, using a universalized development formula (“Smart Growth” aka “Urban compaction” aka “Compact City”) which incorporates as primary EF (ie anti-HF ie socio-economic failure) mechanisms:
  - Set idealistic, contradictory, unaccountable and unrealistic objectives
  - Bedazzle populace: false claims, glossy documents, workshop control
  - Drive up cost of land zoned for housing 30-fold, creating shortage
  - Divide society through relative housing affordability and unaffordability (NB: apartments no answer: cost/m2 twice that of suburban house)
  - Antipathy to automobile results in reduction of roadway & parking (NB: public transport reduces inter-access, uses MORE energy)
  - Claim environmental salvation while demonstrably failing to achieve it (NB: increased material resource (incl. energy) consumption/capita, together with loss of urban greenspace to retain peri-urban ‘lifestyle’)
  - Overall ‘Command & Control’ mentality, instead of RMA ‘enablement’ (NB: freedom of choice and democratic processes being diminished)
- is thus driven solely by aesthetics, hiding behind a fig-leaf of ‘environmental salvation’

After 50 years of public ‘conditioning’ for the UN’s EF, 25 years of formal EF Plan implementation:
- average personal debt reaching very dangerous levels, despite failures in Plan objectives
- planners avoid/gore nature-based rational argument (excuse of ‘world’s best practice’)

IF UPPER HARBOR/AUCKLAND/NZ IS TO FLOURISH AGAIN …
- Restore free (affordability-based) choice & democracy (pols serve people, not planners)
- Restore balance of Idealism (‘visioning’, ‘world class standards/outcomes’) with Realism
- Planning must be re-structured, eg to re-admit reality-based provision of infrastructure
- UN edicts subject to a variety of vested interests; implement them only when justified
- The public must insist politicians seek HF (otherwise pols follow bureaucratic EF advice)
- Economic collapse may provide a government opportunity to restructure for Yin-Yang balance but it will do so only if publicly pressured based on the likes of this submission
- CUTS can advise/provide workshop based on ratepayer wants & needs (not UN dictates)

ATTACHMENTS:
UN Agenda21, Smart (sic) Growth, Realities of Environmentalism & ‘Sustainability’, Green Agenda, Modal Energy Consumption, Transport Strategy for EF (+ EF-unrealities & HF-realities), UH Road Plan